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“BRAC implementation is a dynamic process that will

stretch over many years. Having a plan is important, but

having the capacity and organization to manage the

process is even more important.”

— Association of Defense Communities,

January 6, 2006.

Presentation to BRAC Transition Task Force

“Understand the process, stay informed,

and take advantage of all the resources.”

— Association of Defense Communities,

January 6, 2006.

Presentation to BRAC Transition Task Force
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On November 9, 2005, the President of the

United States signed into law the recommen-

dations of the 2005 Base Realignment and

Closure (BRAC) Commission. With this action,

16 Department of Defense

(DoD) agencies and

activities were directed to

vacate 4.2 million square

feet of leased office

space they occupy in

Arlington. Associated with

this space are an esti-

mated 17,000 direct jobs

that will be relocated to

military installations in

Virginia, Maryland, Ala-

bama, Ohio, Kentucky and

Texas. By law, these

relocations must occur by

September 15, 2011.

The specific timing and

form of BRAC actions will

be uncertain during the

transition period. The 2005 BRAC is the

largest, most complex BRAC ever. Because

it is also the only BRAC that has involved

vacating significant amounts of privately-

owned leased space, DoD has no previous

experience or models it can depend on to

project the very complex logistics associ-

ated with relocation of these agencies to

military installations.

Information from DoD is

woefully lacking. Partially

due to the complexities of

the 2005 BRAC actions,

and partially because DoD

is greatly concerned

about revealing informa-

tion that potentially

compromises security,

Arlington knows little

about the characteristics

of the affected workforce

and the schedule of

moves. The timetable for

specific 2005 BRAC

relocations is dependent

upon construction of new

office space on the

receiving installations –

no small feat for places like Fort Belvoir,

where significant amounts of office space will

need to be funded and constructed before

Arlington-based workers and others can

move there.

Strategic Recommendations To Address
BRAC Actions In Arlington, Virginia

BRAC TRANSITION TASK FORCE

June 15, 2006

Since 1988,  when the Base

Realignment and Closure

Commission was chartered,

there have been four successive

bipartisan BRAC “rounds” that

recommended the closure of 125

major military facilities and 225

minor military base, and the

realignment in operations and

functions of 145 others. These

actions were generally based on

achievement of cost-savings

results.  The motives behind the

2005 BRAC actions are

dramatically different as greater

emphasis is being placed on force

protection as opposed to simple

cost cutting and efficiencies.

TOP TEN FIRST STEPS

1. Establish a BRAC transition center to provide evolving workforce
and business assistance

2. Streamline the permitting process to facilitate tenant occupancy
and building construction

3. Initiate a formal planning process to create a new vision for and
revitalize Crystal City

4. Formulate strategies to maximize federal, state and local
government appropriations

5. Develop and implement an integrated marketing and
communications plan

6. Conduct research to better understand and address workforce and
business needs

7. Establish a focal point for coordination of BRAC activities
8. Develop a project-specific work plan and allocate adequate

resources for its successful execution
9. Formulate business incentive strategies to attract desirable

tenants to Crystal City
10.Institute an ongoing monitoring, management and

evaluation program

BRAC Transition Task Force Members

Marty Almquist, Chair and EDC member, Equity Office Properties

Glenn K. Davidson, EquaTerra Public Sector

Jeffrey A Finkle, EDC member, International Economic Development Council

Loretta Franklin, EDC member, DeVry University

Jerry Norris, EDC member, Battlespace Inc.

Erik R. Pages, EntreWorks Consulting

Thomas G. Rhame, Association of the United States Army

Mark Troppe, National Center on Education and the Economy
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For Arlington County, and especially Crystal

City, BRAC 2005 means more than the loss of

DoD jobs and an increase in vacant office

space. More than 3.2 million square feet of

the BRAC-affected office space is concentrated

in Crystal City – representing one-third of all

office space in the Crystal City submarket.

The potential for significant impacts to busi-

nesses, workers and visitors in Crystal City is

great. As BRAC relocations begin to take

effect, many of Arlington’s federal contractors

will need to adjust their business plans and

some may need to relocate to be closer to

their contract work. With fewer DoD agencies

and contractors in Crystal City, fewer hotel

rooms may be demanded, the market for

retail goods and services may weaken, and

tax revenues may decline.

Recognizing that the 2005 BRAC recommen-

dations would have serious impacts on the

Arlington economy — and especially Crystal

City — the Arlington Economic Development

Commission (EDC) recommended formation of

the BRAC Transition Task Force and sought

           endorsement from the County Board.

Impacts from Arlington’s

previous BRAC experience

The 1995 BRAC actions

that relocated the Naval

Information Systems

Management Center, the

Naval Sea Systems

Command, and the Space

and Naval Warfare Systems

Command from Crystal

City were not as extensive

as this round is likely to be.

Crystal City

3,217,321

76.8%

Ballston
354,761

8.5%

Court House
5,841

0.1%
Rosslyn
535,260

12.8%

Pentagon City
76,164

1.8%

BRAC-Affected Office Space
by Submarket

Source: Arlington Economic Development

MARKETING STRATEGIES:
PROMOTING CRYSTAL CITY’S ADVANTAGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

• Develop a comprehensive marketing plan,

including messages that identify new economic

opportunities for the area and position Crystal City

as a premier business location for the future.

Incorporate traditional and alternative media

vehicles (online and outdoor displays) and public

relations (special events and sponsorships).

Provide opportunities for impacted businesses to

leverage resources, such as co-op marketing and

advertising programs.

• Brand Crystal City as an attractive and desir-

able live/work/play community by developing

and adopting guiding design principles for

future development in Crystal City (i.e. gate-

ways, streetscape, wayfinding, signage, etc.).

Promote signage policies that allow company

names on buildings.

• Develop Crystal City re-tenanting strategies

specifically targeted to recruit large tenants and

shift to a better balance of government and

private sector tenants.

MONITORING/MANAGEMENT/EVALUATION:
ENSURING EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

• Institute a monitoring, management and evalua-

tion plan that will provide continuous feedback;

allow modification of initiatives; manage financial,

social and human capital; track outcomes; and

update officials, businesses and citizens. Task the

Economic Development Commission with over-

sight of the monitoring and evaluation plan. The

EDC should provide regular updates to the

County Board to enable Arlington to react

effectively to unanticipated events.

• Develop a comprehensive workplan that identifies

and prioritizes specific projects and tasks re-

quired to implement the BRAC initiatives. The

plan should track progress, measure outcomes,

and identify resource needs. Initiate research

tasks as a priority.

• Construct a range of potential DoD relocation

scenarios to include timelines for lease expira-

tions, planned agency moves, building vacancy

periods, etc. for all BRAC affected office space.

Track activity at BRAC receiving sites to gain

insight on potential effects in Arlington. Continue

research on affected agencies/contractors to

determine staffing needs and priorities.

72

Federal Contractors are an important
component of Arlington’s employment base.
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The Arlington County Board

appointed the Task Force in

December 2005 and charged it

with developing strategic recom-

mendations to address the

impacts and opportunities arising

from the 2005 BRAC actions.

The Task Force began meeting in

January, 2006. Their work

program targeted four topic

areas they believed would be of gravest

concern and/or present the most signifi-

cant opportunities: workforce; small

business/hospitality; physical redevelop-

ment; and re-tenanting. Armed with

relevant research, presentations from

experts, and a great deal of discussion

and careful thought, the Task Force

focused on a single topic area at each of

four subsequent meetings and captured

ideas that evolved into 34 recommendations

organized into 8 categories.

EARLY ON, THE TASK FORCE DEVELOPED FOUR KEY THEMES THAT PROVIDED A

CONTEXT FOR HOW ARLINGTON SHOULD EVALUATE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS:

1) View BRAC impacts as an opportunity.  While we would prefer that Arlington be spared from the
BRAC decisions, we now have no choice but to move ahead.  We believe that BRAC provides us with
a tremendous opportunity to develop a new and compelling vision for Crystal City. This vision should
build upon and result in a better and more modern mixed-use community that supports current
businesses while also building a compelling market for new businesses.

2) The uncertainties of timing about specific moves and the lack of information about workforce
characteristics will continue throughout the BRAC transition period.  We need to be flexible and
agile. We need to communicate information and provide assistance quickly.  We need to monitor
and track BRAC-related actions to enable us to modify our initiatives without elaborate or time
consuming fanfare.

3) Think broadly about finding other economic anchors to replace DoD.  We should consider incentives
to retain current businesses and to ensure that a proper mix of new businesses is incorporated into
the new Crystal City.  Where possible, we should seek replacement activities that help contribute to
a healthy tourism and hospitality sector.

4) New programs and initiatives should have relevance beyond the immediate response to BRAC.  We
should strive to use these efforts as a laboratory for programs that could be valuable in other areas
of Arlington or the wider region.

EARLY ON, THE TASK FORCE DEVELOPED FOUR KEY THEMES THAT PROVIDED A

CONTEXT FOR HOW ARLINGTON SHOULD EVALUATE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS:

BUSINESS/TENANT INCENTIVES:
ENHANCING CRYSTAL CITY’S COMPETITIVE POSITION
AS A PREMIER BUSINESS LOCATION

• Evaluate and adopt appropriate business incen-

tive strategies to enhance tenant occupancy and

mix during BRAC transition period. Consider

business incentives such as HUB Zones, Enter-

prise Zones and other approaches to stimulate

business activity and assist small businesses in

Crystal City.

• Structure incentives to maintain Crystal City’s

price/location advantage with comparable office

properties in the District.

• Integrate Crystal City Business Improvement

District (BID) activities into programs and efforts

of AED. Assign an AED BRAC Coordinator to work

closely with the BID, supplementing BID re-

sources as needed.

• Conduct research on leasing trends for private

sector and government office space.  Forecast

office, residential and retail demand for

Crystal City.

COMMUNICATIONS AND OUTREACH:
INFORMING TO EASE CONCERNS AND HIGHLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES

• Develop a comprehensive communication plan to

address daily information needs of Crystal City

businesses, workers, contractors, and visitors;

use the media strategically for disseminating

information to Arlington citizens, businesses, and

the general public; inform and coordinate input

for the Crystal City Planning Process; and develop

messages for re-tenanting efforts.

• Implement a variety of communications mecha-

nisms that disseminate real-time information

specifically to BRAC-affected workers, such as

Arlington contractor employment opportunities,

assessment, training, and symposium/brown-bag

schedules, BRAC civilian transition information, etc.

• Provide specific strategies for Crystal City

businesses owners and workers of varying

cultural and ethnic backgrounds to receive

communication and assistance in a manner in

which they feel comfortable and can benefit.

FEDERAL AND STATE LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES:
PURSUING SUPPORT TO MITIGATE IMPACTS

• Identify a single point of contact to serve in lieu

of a Local Redevelopment Authority and coordi-

nate state and federal assistance in response to

BRAC-related actions in Arlington, including

receiving OEA grant funds and other state and

federal monies.

• Develop a legislative and regulatory strategy to

maximize funding resources throughout the

BRAC process. Advocate for local control of

BRAC-related funds. Pursue public-private

partnerships. Strive to ensure that Arlington

County receives its fair share of State funds

available for BRAC-affected communities. Work

to ensure that Congress provides supplemental

appropriations to agencies represented on the

President’s Economic Adjustment Committee for

BRAC related assistance.

• Continue to advocate for State appropriations for

DARPA relocation in Arlington.

• Continue to advocate for DoD to adopt ISC

Security Standards consistent with all other

federal agencies relative to leased space.

• Ensure that federal per diem rates continue to

allow Crystal City hotels to benefit from the

federal travel market, especially during the

BRAC transition.

• Promote more aggressive efforts to increase

general aviation service at National Airport for the

benefit of businesses in Crystal City.

36

CONTRACTING ACTIVITY IN ARLINGTON:

Value of all Federal Contracts: $4,472,594,816

Value of DoD Contacts: $2,444,594,437

Value of DoD Contracts $241,791,812
affected by BRAC Actions:  (estimate)

Remaining DoD Contracts: $2,202,802,625

TOP TEN BRAC 2005 JOB LOSSES

Rank  Metropolitan Area Total Job Losses

1  Arlington-Alexandria, VA 21,662
2  Washington, DC 13,272
3  Atlanta, GA 11,065
4  Edison, NJ 10,301
5  Portland, ME 7,083
6  Corpus Christi, TX 7,026
7  Virginia Beach-Norfolk, VA 5,497
8  St. Louis, MO 4,795
9  Lake & Kenosha County, IL/WI 4,783
10  Clovis, NM 4,771

Source: BRAC Commission Final Report
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Planning in the BRAC 2005 environment resulted necessarily in recommendations that are

strategic (not specific), that provide direction (not answers) and that are imprecise in terms

of implementation tactics. Many of these recommendations involve additional research and

require further planning efforts (such as marketing strategies and communications plans).

Some should be implemented immediately (such as the BRAC transition center in Crystal

City), but many are targeted for later on in the BRAC transition period. These recommenda-

tions are meant to guide decision makers about BRAC-related issues important to Arlington

businesses and residents, provide a context for recommending legislative and/or policy

changes to the Board, General Assembly and others, inform the Arlington community, and

communicate with affected workers and businesses.

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT:
IMPROVING CRYSTAL CITY’S FUNCTIONALITY DURING AND AFTER BRAC

• Establish a BRAC Transition Center in Crystal City

that offers workforce and small business assistance.

• Select a site for the Arlington Conference

Center in Crystal City and ensure that it is

operational before BRAC-related agencies

complete staged departures.

• Expand transit options by

better connecting Crystal

City locations to other

planned transportation

infrastructure.

• Implement infrastructure

improvements to support re-

tenanting strategies in Crystal

City (i.e. Wi-Fi, parks,

extension of VRE hours late

into the evening, etc.)

• Facilitate the development of secure meeting

space in Crystal City to compensate for the loss

of DoD office space near the Pentagon.

• Enhance the vitality of Crystal City by developing

arts and cultural infrastructure to further cement

its position as an attractive, 24-hour destination.

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT POLICIES:
FACILITATING THE REDEVELOPMENT OF CRYSTAL CITY

Before DoD can vacate their Arlington offices, they need to

have office space at the receiving installations. Construction of

necessary office space in the required time frame will be a

challenge and will likely result in a strong DoD presence in

Arlington until the very last moment.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Continue with the rigorous assessment of the

County’s permit processes for both tenant

occupancy and building construction. Quickly

implement improvements and efficiencies.

Ensure that the resulting processes are transpar-

ent and predictable.

• Initiate a planning process that develops and

advocates a vision, analyzes fiscal and economic

impacts and provides a framework for the

physical redevelopment of Crystal City. Develop

a range of development policies that addresses a

feasible balance of density, height, use mixes,

open space, security and transportation to

enhance the aesthetic quality, encour-

age reinvestment and augment Crystal

City’s competitive advantages. Develop

financial models to determine the real

economics of redevelopment.

• Implement policies that streamline redevelop-

ment and re-tenanting in Crystal City. Approach

planning for Crystal City using a “Policies Plan

Approach”. Consider using mechanisms such as

a zoning overlay district to streamline BRAC-

related redevelopment. Implement a “Fast Track

Permitting Process” to assist in the re-tenanting

and attraction of new businesses to Crystal City.

• Understand specifications for Interagency

Security Council Standards and work with

developers to comply with those standards to

enhance opportunities for tenant recruitment

of non-DoD federal agencies.

BUSINESS/WORKFORCE ASSISTANCE:
HELPING WORKERS TRANSITION AND BUSINESSES THRIVE

• Appoint a liaison in Crystal City to provide

business services and serve as the primary point-

of-contact for BRAC-affected businesses.

• Conduct research to assess needs of BRAC-

affected workers and businesses in Crystal City,

particularly small businesses, restaurants, retail

establishments, hospitality-related businesses

and government contractors. Use a variety of

research methods, including surveys, focus

groups, in-depth interviews/questionnaires and

observations. Target surveys to key contractors,

professional associations, DoD staff, and small

businesses. Determine the magnitude of BRAC-

related impacts (including future relocation and

downsizing plans) and identify opportunities.

4 5

The success of new retail and restaurant establishments in
Crystal City portends well for future redevelopment.

The Pentagon’s proximity to Crystal City will continue to
offer significant economic opportunities.

• Assist BRAC affected workers with alternative

employment options in Arlington by providing

information on employment opportunities in

Department of Homeland Security and other

Federal agencies, linking with headhunter firms,

and communicating the latest security clearance

information. Offer career resources and ser-

vices, intensive career counseling, and training

and symposiums.

• Facilitate the transportability of security clearances

for BRAC workers by creating a database of

Arlington-based jobs requiring security clearances.

• Facilitate opportunities for BRAC-affected workers

to telecommute by working with GSA, DOL and

BRAC-affected agencies to consider telecommuting

centers and other telecommuting options.
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Planning in the BRAC 2005 environment resulted necessarily in recommendations that are

strategic (not specific), that provide direction (not answers) and that are imprecise in terms

of implementation tactics. Many of these recommendations involve additional research and

require further planning efforts (such as marketing strategies and communications plans).

Some should be implemented immediately (such as the BRAC transition center in Crystal

City), but many are targeted for later on in the BRAC transition period. These recommenda-

tions are meant to guide decision makers about BRAC-related issues important to Arlington

businesses and residents, provide a context for recommending legislative and/or policy

changes to the Board, General Assembly and others, inform the Arlington community, and

communicate with affected workers and businesses.

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT:
IMPROVING CRYSTAL CITY’S FUNCTIONALITY DURING AND AFTER BRAC

• Establish a BRAC Transition Center in Crystal City

that offers workforce and small business assistance.

• Select a site for the Arlington Conference

Center in Crystal City and ensure that it is

operational before BRAC-related agencies

complete staged departures.

• Expand transit options by

better connecting Crystal

City locations to other

planned transportation

infrastructure.

• Implement infrastructure

improvements to support re-

tenanting strategies in Crystal

City (i.e. Wi-Fi, parks,

extension of VRE hours late

into the evening, etc.)

• Facilitate the development of secure meeting

space in Crystal City to compensate for the loss

of DoD office space near the Pentagon.

• Enhance the vitality of Crystal City by developing

arts and cultural infrastructure to further cement

its position as an attractive, 24-hour destination.

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT POLICIES:
FACILITATING THE REDEVELOPMENT OF CRYSTAL CITY

Before DoD can vacate their Arlington offices, they need to

have office space at the receiving installations. Construction of

necessary office space in the required time frame will be a

challenge and will likely result in a strong DoD presence in

Arlington until the very last moment.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Continue with the rigorous assessment of the

County’s permit processes for both tenant

occupancy and building construction. Quickly

implement improvements and efficiencies.

Ensure that the resulting processes are transpar-

ent and predictable.

• Initiate a planning process that develops and

advocates a vision, analyzes fiscal and economic

impacts and provides a framework for the

physical redevelopment of Crystal City. Develop

a range of development policies that addresses a

feasible balance of density, height, use mixes,

open space, security and transportation to

enhance the aesthetic quality, encour-

age reinvestment and augment Crystal

City’s competitive advantages. Develop

financial models to determine the real

economics of redevelopment.

• Implement policies that streamline redevelop-

ment and re-tenanting in Crystal City. Approach

planning for Crystal City using a “Policies Plan

Approach”. Consider using mechanisms such as

a zoning overlay district to streamline BRAC-

related redevelopment. Implement a “Fast Track

Permitting Process” to assist in the re-tenanting

and attraction of new businesses to Crystal City.

• Understand specifications for Interagency

Security Council Standards and work with

developers to comply with those standards to

enhance opportunities for tenant recruitment

of non-DoD federal agencies.

BUSINESS/WORKFORCE ASSISTANCE:
HELPING WORKERS TRANSITION AND BUSINESSES THRIVE

• Appoint a liaison in Crystal City to provide

business services and serve as the primary point-

of-contact for BRAC-affected businesses.

• Conduct research to assess needs of BRAC-

affected workers and businesses in Crystal City,

particularly small businesses, restaurants, retail

establishments, hospitality-related businesses

and government contractors. Use a variety of

research methods, including surveys, focus

groups, in-depth interviews/questionnaires and

observations. Target surveys to key contractors,

professional associations, DoD staff, and small

businesses. Determine the magnitude of BRAC-

related impacts (including future relocation and

downsizing plans) and identify opportunities.

4 5

The success of new retail and restaurant establishments in
Crystal City portends well for future redevelopment.

The Pentagon’s proximity to Crystal City will continue to
offer significant economic opportunities.

• Assist BRAC affected workers with alternative

employment options in Arlington by providing

information on employment opportunities in

Department of Homeland Security and other

Federal agencies, linking with headhunter firms,

and communicating the latest security clearance

information. Offer career resources and ser-

vices, intensive career counseling, and training

and symposiums.

• Facilitate the transportability of security clearances

for BRAC workers by creating a database of

Arlington-based jobs requiring security clearances.

• Facilitate opportunities for BRAC-affected workers

to telecommute by working with GSA, DOL and

BRAC-affected agencies to consider telecommuting

centers and other telecommuting options.
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The Arlington County Board

appointed the Task Force in

December 2005 and charged it

with developing strategic recom-

mendations to address the

impacts and opportunities arising

from the 2005 BRAC actions.

The Task Force began meeting in

January, 2006. Their work

program targeted four topic

areas they believed would be of gravest

concern and/or present the most signifi-

cant opportunities: workforce; small

business/hospitality; physical redevelop-

ment; and re-tenanting. Armed with

relevant research, presentations from

experts, and a great deal of discussion

and careful thought, the Task Force

focused on a single topic area at each of

four subsequent meetings and captured

ideas that evolved into 34 recommendations

organized into 8 categories.

EARLY ON, THE TASK FORCE DEVELOPED FOUR KEY THEMES THAT PROVIDED A

CONTEXT FOR HOW ARLINGTON SHOULD EVALUATE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS:

1) View BRAC impacts as an opportunity.  While we would prefer that Arlington be spared from the
BRAC decisions, we now have no choice but to move ahead.  We believe that BRAC provides us with
a tremendous opportunity to develop a new and compelling vision for Crystal City. This vision should
build upon and result in a better and more modern mixed-use community that supports current
businesses while also building a compelling market for new businesses.

2) The uncertainties of timing about specific moves and the lack of information about workforce
characteristics will continue throughout the BRAC transition period.  We need to be flexible and
agile. We need to communicate information and provide assistance quickly.  We need to monitor
and track BRAC-related actions to enable us to modify our initiatives without elaborate or time
consuming fanfare.

3) Think broadly about finding other economic anchors to replace DoD.  We should consider incentives
to retain current businesses and to ensure that a proper mix of new businesses is incorporated into
the new Crystal City.  Where possible, we should seek replacement activities that help contribute to
a healthy tourism and hospitality sector.

4) New programs and initiatives should have relevance beyond the immediate response to BRAC.  We
should strive to use these efforts as a laboratory for programs that could be valuable in other areas
of Arlington or the wider region.

EARLY ON, THE TASK FORCE DEVELOPED FOUR KEY THEMES THAT PROVIDED A

CONTEXT FOR HOW ARLINGTON SHOULD EVALUATE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS:

BUSINESS/TENANT INCENTIVES:
ENHANCING CRYSTAL CITY’S COMPETITIVE POSITION
AS A PREMIER BUSINESS LOCATION

• Evaluate and adopt appropriate business incen-

tive strategies to enhance tenant occupancy and

mix during BRAC transition period. Consider

business incentives such as HUB Zones, Enter-

prise Zones and other approaches to stimulate

business activity and assist small businesses in

Crystal City.

• Structure incentives to maintain Crystal City’s

price/location advantage with comparable office

properties in the District.

• Integrate Crystal City Business Improvement

District (BID) activities into programs and efforts

of AED. Assign an AED BRAC Coordinator to work

closely with the BID, supplementing BID re-

sources as needed.

• Conduct research on leasing trends for private

sector and government office space.  Forecast

office, residential and retail demand for

Crystal City.

COMMUNICATIONS AND OUTREACH:
INFORMING TO EASE CONCERNS AND HIGHLIGHT OPPORTUNITIES

• Develop a comprehensive communication plan to

address daily information needs of Crystal City

businesses, workers, contractors, and visitors;

use the media strategically for disseminating

information to Arlington citizens, businesses, and

the general public; inform and coordinate input

for the Crystal City Planning Process; and develop

messages for re-tenanting efforts.

• Implement a variety of communications mecha-

nisms that disseminate real-time information

specifically to BRAC-affected workers, such as

Arlington contractor employment opportunities,

assessment, training, and symposium/brown-bag

schedules, BRAC civilian transition information, etc.

• Provide specific strategies for Crystal City

businesses owners and workers of varying

cultural and ethnic backgrounds to receive

communication and assistance in a manner in

which they feel comfortable and can benefit.

FEDERAL AND STATE LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES:
PURSUING SUPPORT TO MITIGATE IMPACTS

• Identify a single point of contact to serve in lieu

of a Local Redevelopment Authority and coordi-

nate state and federal assistance in response to

BRAC-related actions in Arlington, including

receiving OEA grant funds and other state and

federal monies.

• Develop a legislative and regulatory strategy to

maximize funding resources throughout the

BRAC process. Advocate for local control of

BRAC-related funds. Pursue public-private

partnerships. Strive to ensure that Arlington

County receives its fair share of State funds

available for BRAC-affected communities. Work

to ensure that Congress provides supplemental

appropriations to agencies represented on the

President’s Economic Adjustment Committee for

BRAC related assistance.

• Continue to advocate for State appropriations for

DARPA relocation in Arlington.

• Continue to advocate for DoD to adopt ISC

Security Standards consistent with all other

federal agencies relative to leased space.

• Ensure that federal per diem rates continue to

allow Crystal City hotels to benefit from the

federal travel market, especially during the

BRAC transition.

• Promote more aggressive efforts to increase

general aviation service at National Airport for the

benefit of businesses in Crystal City.

36

CONTRACTING ACTIVITY IN ARLINGTON:

Value of all Federal Contracts: $4,472,594,816

Value of DoD Contacts: $2,444,594,437

Value of DoD Contracts $241,791,812
affected by BRAC Actions:  (estimate)

Remaining DoD Contracts: $2,202,802,625

TOP TEN BRAC 2005 JOB LOSSES

Rank  Metropolitan Area Total Job Losses

1  Arlington-Alexandria, VA 21,662
2  Washington, DC 13,272
3  Atlanta, GA 11,065
4  Edison, NJ 10,301
5  Portland, ME 7,083
6  Corpus Christi, TX 7,026
7  Virginia Beach-Norfolk, VA 5,497
8  St. Louis, MO 4,795
9  Lake & Kenosha County, IL/WI 4,783
10  Clovis, NM 4,771

Source: BRAC Commission Final Report
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For Arlington County, and especially Crystal

City, BRAC 2005 means more than the loss of

DoD jobs and an increase in vacant office

space. More than 3.2 million square feet of

the BRAC-affected office space is concentrated

in Crystal City – representing one-third of all

office space in the Crystal City submarket.

The potential for significant impacts to busi-

nesses, workers and visitors in Crystal City is

great. As BRAC relocations begin to take

effect, many of Arlington’s federal contractors

will need to adjust their business plans and

some may need to relocate to be closer to

their contract work. With fewer DoD agencies

and contractors in Crystal City, fewer hotel

rooms may be demanded, the market for

retail goods and services may weaken, and

tax revenues may decline.

Recognizing that the 2005 BRAC recommen-

dations would have serious impacts on the

Arlington economy — and especially Crystal

City — the Arlington Economic Development

Commission (EDC) recommended formation of

the BRAC Transition Task Force and sought

           endorsement from the County Board.

Impacts from Arlington’s

previous BRAC experience

The 1995 BRAC actions

that relocated the Naval

Information Systems

Management Center, the

Naval Sea Systems

Command, and the Space

and Naval Warfare Systems

Command from Crystal

City were not as extensive

as this round is likely to be.

Crystal City

3,217,321

76.8%

Ballston
354,761

8.5%

Court House
5,841

0.1%
Rosslyn
535,260

12.8%

Pentagon City
76,164

1.8%

BRAC-Affected Office Space
by Submarket

Source: Arlington Economic Development

MARKETING STRATEGIES:
PROMOTING CRYSTAL CITY’S ADVANTAGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

• Develop a comprehensive marketing plan,

including messages that identify new economic

opportunities for the area and position Crystal City

as a premier business location for the future.

Incorporate traditional and alternative media

vehicles (online and outdoor displays) and public

relations (special events and sponsorships).

Provide opportunities for impacted businesses to

leverage resources, such as co-op marketing and

advertising programs.

• Brand Crystal City as an attractive and desir-

able live/work/play community by developing

and adopting guiding design principles for

future development in Crystal City (i.e. gate-

ways, streetscape, wayfinding, signage, etc.).

Promote signage policies that allow company

names on buildings.

• Develop Crystal City re-tenanting strategies

specifically targeted to recruit large tenants and

shift to a better balance of government and

private sector tenants.

MONITORING/MANAGEMENT/EVALUATION:
ENSURING EFFICIENT AND EFFECTIVE PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

• Institute a monitoring, management and evalua-

tion plan that will provide continuous feedback;

allow modification of initiatives; manage financial,

social and human capital; track outcomes; and

update officials, businesses and citizens. Task the

Economic Development Commission with over-

sight of the monitoring and evaluation plan. The

EDC should provide regular updates to the

County Board to enable Arlington to react

effectively to unanticipated events.

• Develop a comprehensive workplan that identifies

and prioritizes specific projects and tasks re-

quired to implement the BRAC initiatives. The

plan should track progress, measure outcomes,

and identify resource needs. Initiate research

tasks as a priority.

• Construct a range of potential DoD relocation

scenarios to include timelines for lease expira-

tions, planned agency moves, building vacancy

periods, etc. for all BRAC affected office space.

Track activity at BRAC receiving sites to gain

insight on potential effects in Arlington. Continue

research on affected agencies/contractors to

determine staffing needs and priorities.

72

Federal Contractors are an important
component of Arlington’s employment base.
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On November 9, 2005, the President of the

United States signed into law the recommen-

dations of the 2005 Base Realignment and

Closure (BRAC) Commission. With this action,

16 Department of Defense

(DoD) agencies and

activities were directed to

vacate 4.2 million square

feet of leased office

space they occupy in

Arlington. Associated with

this space are an esti-

mated 17,000 direct jobs

that will be relocated to

military installations in

Virginia, Maryland, Ala-

bama, Ohio, Kentucky and

Texas. By law, these

relocations must occur by

September 15, 2011.

The specific timing and

form of BRAC actions will

be uncertain during the

transition period. The 2005 BRAC is the

largest, most complex BRAC ever. Because

it is also the only BRAC that has involved

vacating significant amounts of privately-

owned leased space, DoD has no previous

experience or models it can depend on to

project the very complex logistics associ-

ated with relocation of these agencies to

military installations.

Information from DoD is

woefully lacking. Partially

due to the complexities of

the 2005 BRAC actions,

and partially because DoD

is greatly concerned

about revealing informa-

tion that potentially

compromises security,

Arlington knows little

about the characteristics

of the affected workforce

and the schedule of

moves. The timetable for

specific 2005 BRAC

relocations is dependent

upon construction of new

office space on the

receiving installations –

no small feat for places like Fort Belvoir,

where significant amounts of office space will

need to be funded and constructed before

Arlington-based workers and others can

move there.

Strategic Recommendations To Address
BRAC Actions In Arlington, Virginia

BRAC TRANSITION TASK FORCE

June 15, 2006

Since 1988,  when the Base

Realignment and Closure

Commission was chartered,

there have been four successive

bipartisan BRAC “rounds” that

recommended the closure of 125

major military facilities and 225

minor military base, and the

realignment in operations and

functions of 145 others. These

actions were generally based on

achievement of cost-savings

results.  The motives behind the

2005 BRAC actions are

dramatically different as greater

emphasis is being placed on force

protection as opposed to simple

cost cutting and efficiencies.

TOP TEN FIRST STEPS

1. Establish a BRAC transition center to provide evolving workforce
and business assistance

2. Streamline the permitting process to facilitate tenant occupancy
and building construction

3. Initiate a formal planning process to create a new vision for and
revitalize Crystal City

4. Formulate strategies to maximize federal, state and local
government appropriations

5. Develop and implement an integrated marketing and
communications plan

6. Conduct research to better understand and address workforce and
business needs

7. Establish a focal point for coordination of BRAC activities
8. Develop a project-specific work plan and allocate adequate

resources for its successful execution
9. Formulate business incentive strategies to attract desirable

tenants to Crystal City
10.Institute an ongoing monitoring, management and

evaluation program

BRAC Transition Task Force Members

Marty Almquist, Chair and EDC member, Equity Office Properties

Glenn K. Davidson, EquaTerra Public Sector

Jeffrey A Finkle, EDC member, International Economic Development Council

Loretta Franklin, EDC member, DeVry University

Jerry Norris, EDC member, Battlespace Inc.

Erik R. Pages, EntreWorks Consulting

Thomas G. Rhame, Association of the United States Army

Mark Troppe, National Center on Education and the Economy
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“BRAC implementation is a dynamic process that will

stretch over many years. Having a plan is important, but

having the capacity and organization to manage the

process is even more important.”

— Association of Defense Communities,

January 6, 2006.

Presentation to BRAC Transition Task Force

“Understand the process, stay informed,

and take advantage of all the resources.”

— Association of Defense Communities,

January 6, 2006.

Presentation to BRAC Transition Task Force
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